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Lesson 1 

Okay, gang, great job so far! By now I hope you've been thinking a lot about passion and 

what it means in all it's various forms, especially to your writing. To review very briefly. 

You must write what you're passionate about. You must give your characters something 

to be passionate about. Your characters must be passionate toward one another. You must 

use passionate language for passionate stories. Easy, huh? But, you knew all that, right? 

Okay, so how do you do go about trying to capture some of all that emotion in your 

writing? Some practical tips please!!! Okay, here come a few things to start off with.  

What is Emotion? 

Feelings 

Whose feelings?  

Author's, characters’ AND readers’ 

"I love you," he said. 

She was happy.  

(character tell=author intrusion, the author is telling the reader what the character is 

feeling) 

"I love you," he said. 

Happiness filled her heart like a warm spring rain.  

(character show=no author intrusion, but more importantly, appeals directly to the 

reader's emotions--memories of warm spring rain triggers emotional response) 

Ways to put Emotion into Your Books  

1. Conflict  

2. Foreshadowing or set-up of emotional elements 

3. Setting and vivid details 

4. Dialogue 
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5. Contrast 

6. Sequels (as in scene and sequel) 

7. Mini-flashbacks 

8. Themes through the whole book 

So, how do we do those things? Here are some quick examples of what I mean, and ways 

you can use the concepts in your writing. 

Conflict: 

"I love you," he said. 

Oh, God. She did not need this now.  

Not when his brother was in the next room.  

Naked. 

Setting and vivid details: 

"I love you," he said. 

Overhead, the stars winked in a canopy of glittering gems as brilliant as the ring he 

slipped on her finger. (note: brings an impersonal setting description right down to the 

characters and makes it personal) 

Foreshadowing: (the following 3 sentences were 'sprinkled in' where appropriate in the 

chapters preceding the 'payoff') 

1. At Jim's graduation party she’d told she loved him, and the next day she’d 

received a bouquet of three dozen long-stemmed roses and a note that he’d 

accepted a job in France.  

2. It had taken her years before she trusted another man enough to say those fateful 

words again. But after eight months she’d felt safe telling Dave she loved him. 

He’d confessed he had a wife and two kids.  

3. Never again would those words pass her lips again. Ever. Payoff): Maybe that 

was the solution to her dilemma. Tell Cooper she loved him. Never mind that she 
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really did. He’d pack his tent and be gone so quickly her head would spin. But 

he’d be out of danger. 

"I love you," she said. 

Dialogue: 

"I love you," he said. 

"I don’t believe you," she whispered, and slowly closed the door. 

Contrast: 

"I love you," he said. 

Her heart leapt with joy. Oh, how she had longed to hear those three sweet words! Lain 

awake nights dreaming of this very moment.  

She had to turn away before he saw the chaos in her eyes. "Don’t be ridiculous," she 

snapped. "We’re partners." 

Themes throughout the book: 

1. A visual (Ribbons in the Wind, Margaret Brownley)= very emotional book about 

a woman who was abused as a girl, and each time it happened she focused on 

ribbons (hat ribbons I think?) to avoid the reality of what was happening. When a 

ribbon appeared in the book (after she grew up) you knew something bad was 

going to happen, until the end when her wedding dress was covered with them 

because of the healing love of the hero ::sigh::.  

2. A phrase ("here's looking at you, kid") = this can be very fun, especially for a 

humorous touch.  

3. A gesture (cliches: nibble on lip; slash a hand through hair) = has been overused, 

but can be used very effectively. I used it in Warrior's Bride--the hero is 

constantly stroking his silk tie in a self-comfort gesture, and at the big dark 

moment we find out why. ::sniff sniff:: A psychological barrier (Indy hates 

snakes) = custom made to show character growth.  

Sequels: (as in scene and sequel) 
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"I love you," he said. 

She watched him walk away and sighed as misery swamped over her. She’d known he’d 

leave her. They always did. His parting salvo was a nice touch, though. Too bad he didn’t 

mean it. One of these days she’d get it right. Meanwhile, all she could do was straighten 

her back, plaster on a bright smile, and hope her tattered heart would hold out one more 

time. 

Mini-flashbacks: (and I do mean mini--no more than a few lines please) 

"I love you," he said. 

And suddenly she was transported back in time, to that day long ago when he’d first said 

those words. They’d been so young, so in love – so incredibly naive. He’d meant it then. 

And she was pretty sure he meant it now, too. But it hadn’t worked ten years ago, and it 

wouldn’t work this time, either.  

"Come on," she said. "We’d better go." 

Homework assignment  

Okay based on the list in lesson 1, please pick a single phrase or bit of dialogue or 

whatever you like (like I did with '"I love you," he said.'), and then create one passage of 

each of the different methods of adding emotion. (Other examples might be '"I lost my 

job today," she said.' or 'It was him.') Or, alternately, you can pick short passages from 

something you've already written to illustrate the idea. Share with everyone! 

To refresh your memory: 

1. Conflict 

2. Foreshadowing or set-up of emotional elements 

3. Setting and vivid details 

4. Dialogue 

5. Contrast 

6. Sequels (as in scene and sequel) 

7. Mini-flashbacks 

8. Themes through the whole book 
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Looking forward to reading some great stuff!  

Intimacy and sensuality don't have to wait for a love scene. They should be a part of your 

characters' small actions, such as the way a man tenderly smoothes back his woman's hair 

during the course of a conversation. Remember how important a head touch is? It's just a 

simple gesture, but it tells so much. 

Sensuality and intimacy are in many of our gestures; recognize them and use them. 

Hmm. Okay, after reading over what you all want to learn in this workshop, I'm seeing 

that many of you are thinking of passion in terms of sexual tension. Yikes. Even though I 

have a lot of sex in my books <G>... it's something I find very hard to teach. I think a lot 

of the things I said while commenting on the intros is the best advice I can give in terms 

of sexual tension.  

 Always follow the 12 steps of intimacy (if you skip steps it should be 

deliberately). 

 Always have conflict between your characters or your sexual tension won't be 

there. They have to want each other, but there must be a very compelling reason 

for them NOT to jump into bed, or if they do, it must make things worse or more 

complicated. Even when they are in each other's arms there must be an inner 

struggle. In a seperate post I'll give you a few pages from Sweet Revenge, my 

next SIM, which comes out in July 02. In this book, the hero has a deep horror of 

being touched by hands (background of abuse). So when the heroine touches him, 

he likes it even as it terrifies him. The tension sizzles because of this inner 

conflict=tension.  

 Don't go any faster than the situation warrants. Often the problem of pushing the 

attraction is solved by carefully following the 12 steps. If you do that, your 

readers are far less likely to become uncomfortable with a quick attraction. Even 

in the quick scene I sent you, most of the steps were followed ( I think I only 

skipped #4), thus making even a cold read in the middle of a chapter seem right 

and hopefully sexy to the reader (I hope!). Before this point in the story, it's been 

the hero doing all of the touching, so repeating the steps during the heroine's 

seduction of him makes us root for her (subconsciously) even more. It just feels 

natural. 

 If you're going to write sex, you can't be afraid of sexuality. If it makes you 

uncomfortable to write it, *don't*! Just close the door. Your reader will know if 

you don't like writing about sex. Better just to skip it and move on.  
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 ALWAYS have at least one emotional inner thought to accompany every body 

part. Check out the excerpt I sent. How much is body parts and how much is 

emotional inner thought? I'd guess about 25% to 75%. This is the general ratio 

most romance editors are going to be looking for. Always have the emotion be at 

least 50% of your verbage in a love scene, preferably more. Go overboard. I have 

a theory about emotion. Have you ever heard the comment that a camera photo 

will put 20 pounds of weight on you, just by virtue of being a photograph? It's 

true. Especially TV cameras will add weight like the dickens. Yuck! Anyway, the 

same thing (but opposite) is true of emotion and the written word. Any emotion 

you put into your book will be shrunk by about 20-30% just by virtue of the 

scattered attention span of the reader. So always jack up the emotion to a level 

where, frankly, it's making you puke <G>. Especially if you write hot. Body parts 

and sex will dilute the emotion by at least 50%. After you read the Sweet Revenge 

excerpt, what did you remember most, the emotion or the sizzling skin? Me, I 

remember the skin. Even though the words are actually 75% emotion. Weird, 

huh? My former editor was always telling me I needed more emotion in my love 

scenes. I'm convinced it was because she got caught up in my often times graphic 

sex scenes and didn't even notice the emotion that was in there. When I pulled 

back on the body parts, editing some of them out, she always gave rave reviews 

on how much better all that emotion was that I'd added--except I never did add 

any <G>. So, that's why now I always do mainly emotion in love scenes, and not 

nearly as many body parts. Even in my Nikita Black books, which are about 75% 

sex and 25% plot <VBG>, it's mainly situational sex along with the emotional 

baggage that the characters are feeling while going thru it. I think that's why 

Nikita has so many loyal fans. Plain sex is boring. Remember that! LOL! 

 Okay, I can't do a whole workshop without talking about point of view. POV in 

my opinion is the secret ingredient, the key, the holy grail, the voodoo spell, of 

writing. If you've 'got' POV, you're a hell of a writer. Period. If you haven't 

'gotten' it yet, you can still be really really good, but you'll never be great. If you 

have POV, everything else will fall into place (assuming you know your 

grammar, sentence structure and spelling of course <G>), and your writing can't 

help but be brilliant. Now, I'm not talking about sticking to one pov per scene, or 

how to technically stay in a certain character's pov. Not that. Because if you 'get' 

POV, that stuff won't matter. POV mastery is all about burrowing deeeeep into 

the heads of your characters--actually *becoming* your characters to the point 

that it's they who are writing the book, and you're just taking dictation. It's the 

difference between writing an essay on What I Did On My Summer Vacation for 

school, and hiding under the covers with the phone telling your best friend all 
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about that hot guy you met at summer camp and what you did with him. It's the 

same events, the same person telling it, but in a vastly different way. We readers 

want to be that best friend, hearing the excitement and--did I hear PASSION?--in 

your voice and your stories. If you study nothing else diligently in the craft area, 

study POV. Pick apart your favorite authors and how they do POV (try not to use 

Nora or Susan Johnson because they are just too good at what they do for mere 

mortals to imitate). Analyze their styles until you understand what makes them 

tick, POV-wise. Then take that knowledge and make your own voice stronger. 

Use their tricks, use their formulas, use their way of switching heads. But use 

your own voice. All right, I think I've said enough about POV, because that's 

really a whole other workshop <G>. 

 Always remember that sexual tension is just that: TENSION. If there is no 

conflict or opposition between the characters, there will be no sexual tension. 

Make them want, but make them wait, as one author has said. I'd add: or if not 

wait, make them agonize <G>. Give them a compelling reason to stay out of bed, 

and if they defy you punish them!  

Okay, I think that's what I can give you on sexual tension and adding passion to your love 

scenes in one easy lesson (dang this workshop is short!). If anyone has any specific 

questions, feel free to fire away! 

 


